The sensitivity of neurons in the lateral geniculate body of the cat to the orientation vectors of brightness gradients.
We describe here a new property of visual neurons: sensitivity to the magnitude and orientation of the brightness gradient vector in a test stimulus presented in the receptive field of the neuron. The brightness gradient test image was a spot (diameter 4 degrees) on the dark background of the slide. Brightness changed linearly within the spot. The absolute value of the brightness gradient varied over the range 0.4-2.7 cd/m2 /degrees in the direction of the brightness gradient. The integral brightness in the test spot containing the gradient image was identical for different values of the brightness gradient. The numbers of spikes in the on- and off-responses of on and off neurons in the lateral geniculate body of cats depended on the orientation of the brightness gradient vector in the test stimulus. The sensitivity of neurons to the orientation of the brightness gradient vector, K (the coefficient of sensitivity), was assessed as the normalized difference between the number of spikes in neuron responses in the preferred and non-preferred orientations of the brightness gradient vector in the neuron's receptive field. The mean sensitivity coefficient for 53 cells was 0.55 +/- 0.20. A 6.7-fold decrease in the brightness gradient resulted in a 3.7-fold decrease in the coefficient of sensitivity (for the preferred direction of the orientation of the gradient vector); there was no change in the latent period of responses. The preferred orientation of the brightness gradient vector in the receptive fields of neurons coincided (to within +/-22.5 degrees) with the radial direction on the map of the field of vision in 45% of cases, and with the tangential direction in 26% of cells.